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The valance design is actually two valances made the same depth, installed on separate boards. The top valance 
is installed 3” higher than the one underneath. The top valance also has a projection 1 1/2” deeper. This gives 
depth between the two valances.

This is a soft, fl at valance with pleats that “kick out” at the corners. The center of the board juts outward 4”, 
displaying the majestic valance beautifully. The board pattern and instructions are also included.

The valance, as is, has a  20” deep point and 12” short point,  and can be altered for any depth. 

The Roman Shade instructions are the same as in pattern 9219A.

Fabric Suggestions: Consider bulk at the pleated ends of the valance when selecting fabric.  Lightweight fabrics 
can be interlined. Stripes and plaids are ok to use.  Unlined sheer fabrics are not recommended.

Photo Cover: Fabrics by Waverly®
(Top Valance) Grand Central, color: Popsicle
(Bottom Valance) Columbus Circle, color: Popsicle
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This valance is too ornate for sizes smaller than 42” wide.  For smaller sizes, consider using pattern                               
9250 (CP-10).

Each Valance ................The pattern is  ..............................your width size plus 40” x 23” deep
Same amount of lining and interlining.

Valance Yardage for Trims:                    Valance trim must be able to curve.
                                                                For sew-in cords do not use larger than 1/4”

  Each 42” Valance.......................95”         Each 48” Valance .......................... 101”
  Each 46” Valance.......................99”         Each 54” Valance .......................... 107“

 
Shade fabric...................................Finished length plus 18”.  (One permanent fold is included).
                                                          The cut width should be 8” wider than fi nished width.

Lining.............................................Finished length plus 10”.

Interlining (optional)...................Finished length plus 10”.

Shade trim (optional)..................Finished width plus 2”.

Sure Shade™ Lift System
www.RowleyCompany.com

There is a revolution in window treatments involving lift cords as we have known them.  Cords at the back of 
a fabric shade can pull out and form a loop.  A young child can become tangled in the cords and be strangled.  
The Sure-Shade™ System components, upon using the appropriate fabrication techniques, will meet the stan-
dards of the American National Standards Institute (ANSI) dated September 3, 2010.  Bead chain, or cord loop 
complies with the standards if properly installed to the wall and the Universal Drive Tension Device is used.

Instructions in this package include using the Sure Shade™ lift system components involving the roller tube 
and lift bands.  The components needed are listed inside.  Simplifi ed instructions to assemble the system is also 
given.  Contact the Rowley Company to order the supplies, or a kit.

This lift system must be installed to a mount board.
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